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Space-time structure of the morning aurora inferred from coincident
DMSP-F6, -F8, and Sondrestrom incoherent scatter radar

observations

J. WATERMANN,* 0. DE LA BEAUJARDItRE* and H. E. SPENCEt
*Geoscience and Engineering Center, SRI International. 333 Ravenswood Avenue. Menlo Park.

CA 94025, U.S.A.;
tThe Aerospace Corporation, Space and Environrmient Technology Center, Los Angeles,

CA 90009, U.S.A.

Abstract-On rare occasions, observations from the DMSP-F6 and -F8 spacecraft and the Sendrestrum
incoherent scatter radar coincide in space. Such coincidence offers a unique opportunity to study temporal
vs spatial variations on a small scale. We discuss data from one of those occasions, with observations made
in the dawn sector in the presence of moderate auroral precipitation during a magnetically quiet period.
The DMSP satellites measured vertical electron and ion flux and cross-track plasma drift while the radar
measured the ionospheric electron density distribution and line-of-sight plasma velocities. We combine
these data sets to construct a two-dimensional map of a possible auroral pattern above Sondrestrom. It is
characterized by the following properties. No difference is seen between the gross precipitation patterns
measured along the DMSP-F6 and -F8 trajectories (separated by 32 km in magnetic east-west direction
and some 4 s in travel time in magnetic north-south direction), except that they are not exactly aligned
with the L shells. However, F6 and F8 observed minor differences in the small-scale structures. More
significant differences are found between small-scale features in the DMSP precipitation measurements
and in radar observations of the E-region plasma density distribution. These measurements are separated
by 74 km, equivalent to 2.4', in magnetic longitude, and 0-40 s in time along the spacecraft trajectories
(varying with magnetic latitude). Large-scale magnetospheric-ionospheric surfaces such as plasma flow
reversal, poleward boundary of the keV ion and electron precipitation, and poleward boundary of E-region
ionization, coincide. The combined data suggest that the plasma flow reversal delineates the polar cap
boundary, that is, the boundary between precipitation characteristic for the plasma mantle and for the
plasma sheet boundary layer.

I. INTRODUCTION the same at the spacecraft altitude and in the iono-
sphere, except for a magnetic field geometry facror.

Coincident high-latitude ground-based and space- The combination of coincident measuremers from
borne measurements of ionospheric plasma par- ground and space can enhance the space-time res-
ameters have been widely used in the past to study olution of the observations and may allow mapping
phenomena of magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling between magnetospheric boundaries and their iono-
in more detail than would be possible from either one spheric signatures, based on physically observable
alone. Low-altitude spacecraft (orbiting below some parameters (such as particle characteristics) instead
1000 km) are particularly convenient for this purpose. of solely on magnetic field or electrostatic potential
Field line mapping does not pose a problem, because models. In this paper we discuss the exceptional case
an IGRF model is usually accurate enough and appro- of having a triple set of such measurements, namely
priate under various solar wind, magnetospheric, and from ýwo DMSP (Defense Meteorological Satellite
ionospheric conditions. Auroral electron acceleration Program) spacecraft (RICH et al., 1985) and from the
is often confined to altitudes above some 1000 km, Sendrestrwn incoherent scatter radar (KELLY, 1983;
for example, REi" et al. (1988). Only occasionally WICKWAR et al., 1984). Our study is not the first to
significant acceleration is found below 800 km alti- combine Sondrestrom radar observations and data
tude, for example, RINNERT et al. (1986). Therefore, from two low-altitude spacecraft. ROBINSON el al.
precipitation of energetic electrons (tens of eV to (1984) examined coincident observations from the
tens of keV), observed on low-altitude satellites, S•rirestrom radar and from the Triad and NOAA-
corresponds in most cases directly to ionospheric 7 satellites. In a follow-up study, ROBINSON et al.
plasma density enhancements. Also, electric fields per- (1988) analyzed coincident DMSP-F6, HILAT. and
pendicular to the magnetic field 80 are approximately Sandrestrom radar observations. In those two studies,
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J. WATERMANN el al.

the satellites were widely spaced. The authors inferred overhead the radar. The electron density measure-
the development of a large-scale auroral pattern, but ments above 120 km altitude were corrected with elec-
small-scale variations could not be resolved. In this tron and ion temperatures obtained from fits to the
paper we examine data acquired simultaneously with measured spectra.
two closely spaced low-altitude satellites and the The DMSP-F6 and -F8 spacecraft move in nearly
Sondrestrom radar. identical, Sun-synchronous circular orbits at 98' incli-

We compare particle precipitation and plasma drift nation, and they cross the equator near the dawn-
measurements from the SSJ/4 and SSIES instruments dusk meridian. Because of their different altitudes
on DMSP-F6 and -F8 (RicH et al., 1985) during a (821 and 865 kin, respectively), the spacecraft have
pass of the satellites in close formation over western slightly different velocities, with the effect that the
Greenland with complementary ionospheric obser- lower F6 overtakes the higher F8 about once every
vations made with the Sondrestrom incoherent scatter eleven days. When passing over Sondrestrom, the
radar almost underneath the spacecraft trajectories. spacecraft trajectories happen to cross the contours
The combined data are used to determine the polar of constant invariant latitude approximately per-
cap boundary, the distribution of the discrete aurora, pendicularly. Although the F6 spacecraft was offici-
and the plasma drift pattern in the dawn sector. The ally decommissioned after F8 began operation, simul-
small temporal and spatial offsets between the three taneous observations were made during a few periods
data sets yield information about the space-time of close approach between F6 and F8.
structure of auroral patterns and the polar cap bound- The F6 and F8 spacecraft measure charged particle
ary with high resolution (a couple of seconds in time precipitation in the energy range 30 eV-30 keV. Their
and a few tens of kilometers in magnetic longitude), electron and ion spectrometers are each divided into
They also allow us to compile a two-dimensional view two channels, sensitive to particles below and above
of the auroral ionosphere over Sondrestron and its I keV, respectively. All four channels are scanned
association with magnetosphetic regions, even in the once per second through ten logarithmically spaced
absence of auroral images. energy levels. The spectrometers are always pointing

vertically upward, therefore pitch angle distributions
cannot be determined. The DMSP-F8 driftmeter pro-

2 OBSERVATIONS vides measurements of the vertical and horizontal
cross-track plasma drift.

The Sendrestrom incoherent scatter radar is located The sole event for which coincident data from the
at 67c geodetic latitude and 309C longitude. Its in- Sendrestrom radar and both DMSP spacecraft are
variant latitude of 73.8' corresponds to L = 12.8, available took place on 4 April 1990, between 0801
and the local contour of constant invariant latitude is and 0805 UT. The time corresponds to 6.2 h magnetic
rotated between 270 (at ground level) and 260 (at local time and 4.7 h solar local time at Sondre
1000 km altitude) counterclockwise from geographic StromtJord. At a solar zenith angle of 93', the atmo-
east. These numbers are computed from the IGRF sphere was sunlit above 9 km altitude, therefore no
1985 model, extrapolated to epoch 1990.3. During auroral images are available to support our interpret-
the event that we report here, the radar scanned the ation. The event occurred during an extended mag-
ionosphere with constant slew rate back and forth netically quiet period between two magnetic storms
in a plane perpendicular to the local L shell. Each commencing 5 days before and 5 days after the event.
elevation scan took 4.5 min except the one preceding During the event, the Kp index reached only 2+.
the DMSP passes which was stopped about 3 min IMF data are not available for this time interval. The
prior to the satellite passes, before the antenna had AFGL ionosonde at Sondrestrom did not detect F-
reached lowest elevation, in order to synchronize the layer echoes, only echoes from the E-layer with
next scan with the satellite passes. The scan sequence f 0E - 4 MHz, corresponding to a peak plasma density
was restarted with the antenna pointing southward at of 2" 10' m- ' (Buchau, private commun.). The iono-
lowest elevation to achieve optimal coincidence with sonde measurements are consistent with the inco-
the polebound DMSP passes. The antenna motion herent scatter radar data which identified an E-region
was such that the antenna pointed along the field line peak density of 1.5-10'' m'. Despite the geo-
when the spacecraft crossed the L shell through the magnetic quiescence, auroral particle precipitation
radar location. To compensate for the weak radar and small-scale thermal plasma density variations
signal (owing to the generally low ionospheric electron were observed.
density) we used a fairly long integration time, 20 s The left-hand side of Fig. I gives an overview of the
corresponding to 30 km spatial integration at 120 km geographic configuration of the experiment. The time
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Morning aurora space-time structure
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Fig. I. Left : geographic latitude-longitude grid with the Sandrestrom incoherent scatter radar (SSF) and
its elevation scan trace (heavy), DMSP-F6 and -F8 trajectories, and invariant latitude contours (68-80°),
all mapped to 120 km altitude. Ai = time difference between F6 and F8 on crossing the same invariant
latitude. Right: enlarged central part of the grid including the radar location and the 0803 UT marks,
showing the distances (mapped to 120 km altitude) between radar scan trace, F8 trajectory, and I6

trajectory.

difference At (seconds) denotes the delay between F8 sity is color-coded (see the scaling bar on the right).
and F6 on crossing the same L shell. The slightly The discontinuity close to the l-keV energy level in
higher F6 speed results in a shrinking lag, from both electron and ion spectra is artificial and caused
At = 6.0 s at 0801 UT to At = 2.6 s at 0805 UT. by a mismatch between the low- and high-energy spec-
On the right-hand side of Fig. I we have plotted an trometer channels at their transition point. The hori-
enlarged central section of the grid, showing the Son- zontal plasma drift is plotted in red; the westward
drestrom location with part of the scan trace and (antisunward) velocity is positive and the eastward
sections of the DMSP trajectories with the 0803 UT (sunward) negative. The vertical plasma velocity is
marks. At 120 km altitude, the horizontal distance plotted in blue, with positive meaning upward and
along contours of constant invariant latitude is 74 km negative downward. We have also marked the
between radar scan plane and DMSP-F8 trajectory invariant latitudes (68-80') corresponding to the
(2.4' in magnetic longitude) and 32 km between the interval of interest to our study. The dotted vertical
two spacecraft trajectories (P0 in magnetic longitude), line at 75.8' invariant indicates the poleward edge of
The lag of At = 4.3 s corresponds to a latitudinal the high-energy particle precipitation, which coincides
separation of 32 km (0.3'). The altitude distance with the plasma flow reversal from sunward to anti-
between F6 and F8 was 44 km. sunward. Note, however, that the energetic particle

Figure 2 gives an overview of the DMSP-F8 par- precipitation boundary and the plasma flow reversal
ticle precipitation and plasma drift measurements. do not always coincide (DE LA BE•u:rnIRE et al.,
We have plotted, from top to bottom, energy-time- 1993).
intensity spectra of electrons and ions (particles Figure 3 shows the horizontal plasma velocities in
cm- 2 s-' sr-' eV-') and vertical and horizontal the radar scan plane (i.e. aligned with magnetic longi-
cross-track plasma drift components (m s '). Time tude) inferred from the radar scan made during the
runs from left to right, energy upward, the flux inten- passes of the two DMSP spacecraft. Each velocity
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I , , ments of vertical electron and ion energy flux
E "_ (eV cm s sr eV '), synchronized in invariant

_________-____ latitude. The range shown covers 69.5-79.8' invariant,
as indicated by the tick marks. The central vertical

PM ra • rovr", • thin line is only a window separator and without
". I 1 1 . meaning for our discussion. In this figure, the flux

70 72 74 76 78 so parameter is different from that used in Fig. 2; there
MOiWMiWt (taM we have plotted the number flux, here the energy

Fig. 3. Plasma drift in radar scan plane, perpendicular to the flux. It is obvious (and already known from earlier
geomagnetic field and averaged over 0.6' invariant, from the observations) that the F8 ion spectrometer was much
radar elevation scan simultaneous with the DMSP passes noisier than the F6 instrument.
(scan 2 in Fig. 6). Note the plasma flow reversal inferred

from DMSP drift measurements. Between 71.7 and 75.8' invariant we find a struc-
tured precipitation pattern with electron energies up
to 10 keV. One identifies five major bands of intense

estimate is obtained from several Doppler shift soft electron precipitation with the dominant part of
measurements made at various altitudes along a given the electron energy concentrated between 0.3 and
magnetic field line. Between 73 and 74' invariant, 1.0 keV. The flux in the two outermost bands,
where the radar beam is close to alignment with the around 71.8 and 74.90 invariant, is particularly intense
magnetic field, the error bars become large. Otherwise over the energy range 30 eV- 1.2 keV. These bands are
the pattern is fairly stable with small error bars and marked by open arrowheads and labeled intense low
shows northward velocities over most of the radar energy flux. Between them, at 740 invariant, we have
field-of-view. The velocity reaches a peak at 75.6' and placed a third open arrowhead labeled 'radar arc'
drops abruptly towards the next bin at 76.20 invariant, whose meaning will become clear once we turn to Fig.
Note that the flow reversal at 75.9', inferred from Fig. 6. Here we only want to mention that no significant
2 (lower panel), is located close to the peak of the particle flux enhancement is associated with the 'radar
northward velocity. Figure 3 seems to suggest that the arc'.
reversal occurs poleward of the peak, but because the A comparison between absolute flux intensities
plasma velocities are averaged over 0.6' the uncer- from F6 and F8 is hampered by aging of the particle
tainty of the peak is + 0.30. When the velocities plotted spectrometers and by their different noise levels;
in Fig. 3 are compared to those in Fig. 2 we notice therefore, we restrict our examination to the relative
that the east-west velocities (which exceed 1000 m s' flux patterns. If we compare only the relative vari-
over most of the 70-80, invariant latitude range and ations in the spectra from both satellites, we notice
reach peaks of 2500 m s •') are significantly larger that the large-scale patterns are similar. F6 encounters
than the northward velocities except in the vicinity of the high energy cutoff 0.15- northward of F8; this
t'.- flow reversal and near 80- invariant, distance corresponds to 2 s flight time or two spectral

By combining radar and spacecraft drift measure- measurement frames, therefore this number bears
ments (averaged over 0.6' invariant), we can construct 50% uncertainty. The invariant latitudes of some
the plasma flow pattern along the DMSP-F8 path. In small-scale intensity enhancements and depressions
so doing, we assume that the flow pattern is the same also do not always coincide.
along the radar scan and the F8 trajectory (except for When examining the gross precipitation pattern we
the altitude geometry factor) and remains constant distinguish basically three regions.
over the few minutes it takes to complete the measure-
ments. The result is displayed in Fig. 4 on the same (1) Poleward of 75.8' invariant we find the lowest
latitude-longitude grid as used in Fig. I. Following flux intensities; in particular, the high-energy com-
the trace from south to north, the flow orientation ponent is missing in all channels. This is characteristic
turns from magnetic southeastward to eastward (sun- of plasma mantle precipitation.
ward) and rotates to westward (antisunward) in the (2) The middle part, between 71.7' invariant and
vicinity of 76'. Poleward of the radar the velocity the high-energy flux cutoff at 75.80 invariant, shows
amplitudes are generally higher than equatorward of moderately structured electron flux with significant
the radar. Such a pattern is seen very often in plasma small-scale variations below I keV. The observed ion
convection measurements, see the average convection fluxes reach high intensities at keV energies. We specu-
patterns (particularly the spring pattern) of DE LA late that these particles are representative for the
BEAUJARDI•RE et al. (1991). plasma sheet boundary layer.

Figure 5 shows the DMSP-F6 and -F8 measure- (3) One notices a trend toward even higher electron
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Morning aurora space-time structure
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Fig. 4. Averaged plasma velocity vectors perpendicular to the geomagnetic field inferred from a combination
of DMSP-F8 and radar drift measurements (Figs 2 and 3), plotted on the same grid as Fig. I.

energies and less structured precipitation south of radar field-of-view. Owing to the rotation of the
71.7' invariant, accompanied by a drop-off in the Earth, the radar probed during scan 4 the same mag-
high energy ion flux intensity. The diffuse character netic local time that the two satellites had sampled
suggests precipitation of central plasma sheet par- before. In other words, if one would replace the geo-
ticles, graphic grid of Fig. I by a geomagnetic grid, the trace

Figure 6 shows the ionospheric electron density of scan 4 would have been drawn between the F6 and
distributions measured by the incoherent scatter radar F8 trajectories.
during four consecutive elevation scans, with the start We have included in Fig. 6 dotted lines which cor-
times being 4.5 min apart from each other. Plotted are respond to the arrows plotted in Fig. 5. The arrow
contours of equal electron density separated by that was labeled 'radar arc' in Fig. 5 points to a loca-
l0'" m-'. The scans were performed immediately lized region of enhanced plasma density in the upper
before the DMSP passes (scan 1, antenna scanning E-layer seen during scan 2. The radar observations of
from north to south), during the passes (scan 2, south this arc were made within a few seconds around the
to north), just after the passes (scan 3, north to south), time the DMSP spacecraft measured low flux intensity
and 9 min after the passes (scan 4, south to north). at the same invariant latitude but offset by 2.4' in
During scan 2, the radar beam was aligned with the magnetic longitude. During scan 4, the radar detected
geomagnetic field approximately at the same time the an E-region plasma density enhancement (an auroral
spacecraft crossed the L shell through Sondrestram. arc) at 74.3' invariant. This is close in latitude to the
However, as time went on, the antenna motion lagged 'radar arc' of scan 2, but this arc is newly generated
behind the spacecraft, such that some 80 s before because enhanced plasma density at this latitude is
the radar antenna had reached its lowest northward not seen during the radar scan 3. The southernmost
elevation the spacecraft field line, traced down to region of intense low-energy electron flux, at 71.70
120 km, passed the poleward edge of the E-region invariant in Fig. 5, is near the equatorward edge of

8
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Fig. 6. Ionospheric raw plasma density profiles obtained from four consecutive radar elevation scans
separated by 4.5 min. Contours of constant plasma density in steps of 10" m-1, beginning with

2" 10° m- . Dotted lines correspond to the arrows in Fig. 5.

the E-region radar field-of-view, so that no conclusive in Fig. 5. The interval of intense low-energy flux at
statement about the corresponding ionospheric 74.9' invariant has no obvious counterpart in the
plasma density can be made. It appears that equator- ionospheric plasma density distribution seen during
ward of 73.60 the E-region plasma density is en- scan 2. This latitude was illuminated by the radar
hanced in all four radar scans. This is in accordance about 40 s after the spacecraft had pas=- across it.
with ionization from the 1-10 keV electron flux seen Instead, enhanced electron density is seen right at this

9
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point during radar scan I. The poleward boundary of The electron spectra show that the polar cap bound-
the high-energy precipitation, labeled high-energy flux ary, identified by the high-energy flux cutoff, was
cutoff in Figs 4 and 5, coincides with the poleward either not aligned with the L shell or has moved several
edge of measurable E-region ionization during the kilometers poleward during the 4 s delay between
first three scans and seems to have moved poleward the DMSP-F6 and -F8 measurements. A short-tin'.L
by the time scan 4 was performed. fluctuation consistent with such a motion may indeed

have occurred. But a steady poleward motion of the
polar cap boundary over several minutes is not con-

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS sistent with the radar data. The E-region reacts instan-
A synoptic examination of the Sondrestrom inco- taneously on keV electron precipitation, and a steady

herent scatter radar and DMSP satellite observations motion with 1 km s would be seen in the radar
leaves us with a situation that can be summarized as data as a shift of the E-region poleward boundary by
follows. We find coincidence between the reversal of several degrees invariant between scan 1 and scan 3.
the plasma flow from sunward to antisunward, the (2) The 2.4' (74 kin) separation between DMSP-
poleward boundary of energetic (> 1 keV) electron F8 trajectory and the radar scan plane and the time
and ion precipitation, and the poleward boundary of lag between radar and spacecraft measurements (from
E-region ionization in excess of some 2" 10' m -3. 0 s at 74' to 40 s at 76 invariant) were large enough
The latter remained stable over the time of the first to result in significant differences between electron
three radar scans shown in Fig. 4 (some 9 min), but precipitation pattern and E-region plasma density
varied during the preceding (not shown) and suc- enhancements.
ceeding scans. We notice that the gross features of the These findings may be compared to results from
particle precipitation observed on F6 and F8, with Dynamics Explorer measurements obtained by
scale sizes exceeding one degree invariant, are similar TDnamisN and HOreMA (1985), who examined the
though slightly misaligned with contours of constant correlation between inverted-V events observed on
invariant latitude. The small-scale structures (scale DE- I and DE-2 during close-proximity passes. They
size of a fraction of one degree invariant) differ con- found correlated events at approximately constant in-
siderably more. Radar measurements made almostsimultaneoab ly more. Radr me pasuem s mae anlms p variant latitude up to 18 min apart, but also the disap-
simultaneously with the DMSP passes show only par-

tial coincidence between the E-region plasma density pearance of some inverted Vs within one minute.

enhancements and the highest intensities in electron Although the authors did not investigate the cor-

precipitation. For instance, the high E-region plasma relation span in magnetic longitude, they assumed

density just poleward of the radar location (labeled that inverted Vs extend over a broad range of local
".radar arc') orresponds to electron flux of low inten- times. Our observations in the dawn sector indicate
sity, and the intense soft electron flux near 74.9t that correlation of auroral forms including inverted
invariant corresponds to low E-region plasma density Vs can cease on much smaller scales, a couple of
a couple of seconds after the DMSP pass, but to high seconds in time and 10 in magnetic longitude.

a copleof scons afer he MSP ass butto igh Ultraviolet auroral images from the Viking space-
plasma density a few minutes before the pass. Between crafsow quiofte ight spots in te aye

72 and 75.8' a significant part of the electron energy oraf ovalire o n a strin the al.,

flux observed on DMSP is carried by 1-10 keV elec- auroral oval, resembling beads on a string (Lui et a/.,

trons. More specifically, between 72.2 and 73.60 1989). These bright spots were seen mostly in the

invariant a weak inverted-V structure can be identified afternoon sector during substorms, but at times

in the F6 data, and within it sligh**! more of the appeared in the morning sector and during non-sub-
storm intervals. The authors report lifetimes down toelectron energy flux is carried b, the higher energy oeiaefae( m n pta iesoso

particles than is poleward of this structure. The F8 one image frame (I min) and spatial dimensions of

electron spectra do not show an inverted-V signature 50-200 km. These numbers are consistent with our

similar to that in the F6 data. The region equatorward data.

of 73.6- invariant is in all radar scans characterized A possible interpretation of the observations is

by enhanced plasma density in the lower E-region. sketched in Fig. 7. This figure is drawn on the grid

This situation suggests the following conclusions, used in Fig. 1. Here we use magnetic longitude as a
measure of magnetic local time. Proceeding to the left

(I) The separation between the two DMSP space- in Fig. 7 means looking at earlier and proceeding to the
craft of I * in magnetic longitude (32 km) and 4-5 s in right means looking at later magnetic local times.
time was too small to leave room for a significant Radar observations made during scan I will show up
:hange in the gross pattern of auroral precipitation, on the left of the diamond which marks the radar
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75 small concentric ovals. This spot does not extend to
I \the left of the satellite trajectories because no arc was

observed by the radar. A dark spot is placed to the

left of the radar scan trace at 75' invariant. It cor-
responds to the region of enhanced E-region plasma

70/ density seen by the radar in scan 1, which is indicative

of intense electron precipitation. The dark spot just
north of the radar location indicates the 'radar arc',
seen in scan 2 but net in scans I and 3 and in the
particle precipitation patterns. A nearby arc appears/ 4 in scan 4, 9 min later, at 74.3' invariant and is indi-

65 cated by another dark spot. Finally, the intense elec-
tron flux observed by DMSP at 71.8' invariant is
marked by concentric ovals across the trajectories.
The radar data seem to indicate an auroral arc
,8 etween 71 and 72' invariant during scan 2. But the
structure appears at the equatorward edge of the E-

-6o -60- -- 35 region radar field-of-view, and the radar data are not
.55 -50 -45 conclusive. Therefore we did not extend that arc to the

Fig. 7. A possible interpretation of the combined radar and radar scan trace. We have examined several coincident
spacecraft observations plotted on the grid used in Fig. I. DMSP-F7 and Sondrestrom radar measurements
Footprints of magnetospheric regions as suggested by the which seem to indicate that a localized E-region
DMSP and radar observations, including plasma mantle.
boundary plasma sheet, and central plasma sheet. See text plasma density enhancement frequently coincides

for details, with the poleward edge of diffuse electron pre-
cipitation.

Finally, south of 71' invariant, beyond the equator-
ward edge of the E-region radar field-of-view, we have

location, measurements during scan 2 in the vicinity noticed high-energy electron precipitation with energy
of the diamond, and data from scans 3 and 4 to the increasing even more toward the south (see Figs 2
right of the diamond. and 5). We have characterized this region by a densely

We have marked by open arrows the drift onien- hatched pattern in Fig. 7 and labeled it the central
tations on both sides of the flow reversal. On the plasma sheet.
poleward side, very little precipitation was observed Although Fig. 7 provides a possible view of the
by the spacecraft and no significant E-region ion- auroral structure during some 15 min of radar and
ization was detected by the radar over some 15 min DMSP observations, we emphasize that our interpret-
(equivalent to 4' magnetic longitude). This is indica- ation is not the only one possible. We have assumed
tive of the plasma mantle. Equatorward of the rever- that the pattern is static in an invariant latitude-mag-
sal, down to 71.7' invariant, we find a region where netic local time frame. To assume temporal stability
the spacecraft observed structured energetic particle is probably correct for the location of the poleward
precipitation (discrete arcs). The poleward section of boundary of particle precipitation and associated E-
this region is lightly hatched and corresponds to radar region ionization. However, it is apparently not cor-
observations of structured, temporally variable E- rect with respect to details of the discrete aurora, as
region ionization. The equatorward section. south of the comparison between DMSP particle and radar
73.6- invariant, is more densely hatched to indicate data demonstrates. The various spots, which indicate
the higher E-region plasma density throughout the discrete auroral arcs, are most likely a result of a
four radar scans which coincides with the electron flux combination of temporal and spatial variation. This is
component of higher maximum energy. The poleward best demonstrated by comparing the DMSP electron
boundary of this region shifts slightly from one radar precipitation measurements with the radar scans 2 and
scan to the next, which is not reproduced in Fig. 7. 4. The 'radar arc' at 74' invariant in scan 2 appears to
We suggest that the particle flux between 71.7 and be coincident with weak electron precipitation at the
75.8' invariant is characteristic of the plasma sheet same Universal Time but earlier magnetic local time,
boundary layer. and the arc at 74.3' invariant seen in scan 4 cor-

The localized band of enhanced particle flux rec- responds to weak electron precipitation at the same
orded by DMSP near 74.9- invariant is indicated by magnetic local time but later Universal Time.
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TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS

The Aerospace Corporation functions as an "architect-engineer" for national security
programs, specializing in advanced military space systems. The Corporation's Technology
Operations supports the effective and timely development and operation of national security
systems through scientific research and the application of advanced technology. Vital to the
success of the Corporation is the technical staffs wide-ranging expertise and its ability to stay
abreast of new technological developments and program support issues associated with rapidly
evolving space systems. Contributing capabilities are provided by these individual Technology
Centers:

Electronics Technology Center. Microelectronics, solid-state device physics, VLSI
reliability, compound semiconductors, radiation hardening, data storage
technologies, infrared detector devices and testing; electro-optics, quantum
electronics, solid-state lasers, optical propagation and communications; cw and
pulsed chemical laser development, optical resonators, beam control, atmospheric
propagation, and laser effects and countermeasures; atomic frequency standards,
applied laser spectroscopy, laser chemistry, laser optoelectronics, phase conjugation
and coherent imaging, solar cell physics, battery electrochemistry, battery testing and
evaluation.

Mechanics and Materials Technology Center: Evaluation and characterization of
new materials: metals, alloys, ceramics, polymers and their composites, and new
forms of carbon; development and analysis of thin films and deposition techniques;
nondestructive evaluation, component failure analysis and reliability; fracture
mechanics and stress corrosion; development and evaluation of hardened
components; analysis and evaluation of materials at cryogenic and elevated
temperatures; launch vehicle and reentry fluid mechanics, heat transfer and flight
dynamics; chemical and electric propulsion; spacecraft structural mechanics,
spacecraft survivability and vulnerability assessment; contamination, thermal and
structural control; high temperature thermomechanics, gas kinetics and radiation;
lubrication and surface phenomena.

Space and Environment Technology Center: Magnetospheric, auroral and cosmic
ray physics, wave-particle interactions, magnetospheric plasma waves; atmospheric
and ionospheric physics, density and composition of the upper atmosphere, remote
sensing using atmospheric radiation; solar physics, infrared astronomy, infrared
signature analysis; effects of solar activity, magnetic storms and nuclear explosions
on the earth's atmosphere, ionosphere and magnetosphere; effects of electromagnetic
and particulate radiations on space systems; space instrumentation; propellant
chemistry, chemical dynamics, environmental chemistry, trace detection;
atmospheric chemical reactions, atmospheric optics, light scattering, state-specific
chemical reactions and radiative signatures of missile plumes, and sensor out-of-
field-of-view rejection.


